Introduction
Mental retardation (MR) is one of the most challenging and possibly most frustrating subjects for medical researchers, since it cruelly exposes the limits of modern medicine. As stated by others: "mental retardation is an idea, a condition, a syndrome, a symptom, and a source of pain and bewilderment…"
1 . It comprises a vast amount of heterogeneous conditions caused by so many different factors that the sole attempt of grouping all those together under one common definition is audacious 2 . However, they all have one thing in common: they cause a disturbance in a developing brain, before, during, or after birth, impairing intellectual function. This disturbance is caused by genetic or environmental factors (including toxic products, congenital infections, nutritional deficiencies, trauma) and may originate either an isolated disability in mental function (non-syndromic MR, or nonspecific MR), or a disorder where a broad range of developmental systems is affected (syndromic MR), resulting in associated physical and functional abnormalities. The intellectual disability itself may be the consequence of gross anatomic changes in brain structure 3 , or reflect less obvious disturbances in pathways of the brain metabolism which may lead to altered dendrite spine morphology 4 , inadequate neuronal interactions 5 , or to an accumulation of toxic metabolites 6 influencing neuronal plasticity or survival. The identification of the altered structures and of the malfunctioning pathways allows insights into their importance for normal cognitive brain function, this being one of the main reasons still justifying the grouping together of these heterogeneous conditions. For some types of inborn errors of metabolism, the development of MR can be avoided with special diets or supplements and for others treatment can reduce the severity of the symptoms 7 . After mental retardation is established, there is usually no way to revert the situation. Although there are reports suggesting that Fragile-X (FRAXA) deficits could (at least partially) be reverted in the future [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , the present role of the clinician is to manage symptoms and search for causes.
Despite modern technologies, in about 30-60% of the cases the etiology of MR remains obscure (therefore called idiopathic MR) 13, 14 . Array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH), a technique enabling high-resolution and genomewide screening of segmental genomic copy number variations (CNVs), is revealing the presence of rare "de novo" duplications or deletions in approximately 15% of the idiopathic MR cases and is being accepted as first choice for the investigation of MR, complementing or replacing more traditional cytogenetic methods even in prenatal diagnostics [15] [16] [17] . The evaluation of intellectual functioning has been a controversial issue ever since Alfred Binet developed the tool which has come to be known as IQ tests. These tests typically include a range of items that assess the individual's general knowledge, vocabulary, problem-solving skills and reasoning ability. The normal IQ should score above 85. An IQ of 70 is usually considered the breaking point between borderline mental skills and mild mental retardation (MMR), considered as IQ 70-49. IQ 50-35 defines moderate MR and IQ 34-20 severe MR. Intelligence below regular testing conditions is considered IQ under 20 and defines profound MR. Despite being contentious, IQ tests still are the most frequent tool used internationally to assess cognitive ability. Allied to the evaluation of adaptive functioning, to the extent of needed support and considering cultural differences, they usually allow a relatively reliable picture of the magnitude of the mental handicap in an affected individual 1,2 . For practical purposes, throughout this paper we are going to use the still most widely employed term "mental retardation" and, like others 2,18-21 , the following classification of MR: mild mental retardation (MMR), IQ 70-50, and serious mental retardation (SMR), at an IQ below 50 (which then encompasses moderate, severe, and profound MR).
Considered a frequent developmental disability, the overall prevalence of MR in the world population is estimated at between 1 and 3%, being one of the major causes for referral to pediatric neurologists and clinical geneticists 2, 22, 23 . Considering only the population under 18, the World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that 0.5% to 2.5% has some degree of MR (from mild to serious) in developed countries and around 4,8% in developing countries 24 . However, reported prevalence rates diverge widely among different studies 2, 18, 19, 21, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Most of the usually higher rates of MR in developing countries are attributed to the multifactorial (mild) familial MR -the type of MR whose occurrence is most impacted by the socio-economic status of the population 30 . Nonetheless, there is an obvious contribution of serious MR to these higher rates.
Reviewing 33 studies conducted between 1963 and 1977, mainly in Australia and other western industrialized countries, Roeleveld and coworkers found prevalence rates from 0.28% to 0.73% for serious MR and 0.32% to 7.9% for mild MR 20 . Stein and coworkers, in a pilot study which assessed around 1000 children between the ages of 3 and 9 in communities of eight developing countries, including Brazil, found prevalence rates of 0.5% to 1.6% for serious MR (0.67% for Brazil) 21 . King and coworkers (2009) . The actual number of genes implicated in MR is largely unknown. To date a little over ninety genes for X-linked MR (which are responsible for 10-12% of male MR) are identified; autosomal recessive MR genes are estimated to run into the thousands 34 .
Methods
The publications used for this article are from several sources. Most of them were scientific articles selected from the SciELO, MEDLINE, LILACS, PubMed and Scopus databases. The search was conducted in English, Spanish and Portuguese utilizing the keywords "mental retardation" or "intellectual disability" in combination with "familial", "hereditary", "recurrent", "causes", "X-linked", "prevalence", "epidemiology", "dominant", "recessive", among others. Review articles and original research conducted on mental retardation, prioritarily those published in the last 12 years, were selected based on relevance by the authors. Some book references and documents from other reliable sources were also included.
Familial Mental Retardation
Familial mental retardation (familial MR) is a term which, in scientific articles, has been applied to families with two or more members affected by MR presumably caused by the same etiological factor(s), irrespective of being mild or serious, having narrow or wider familial implications. Analyzing the prevalence of familial MR cases among the cohort of a day-care institution from Santa Catarina, Brazil, we encountered extreme difficulties in obtaining epidemiological data on familial MR cases to relate our findings, except for the so-called "familial-cultural MR" 30 and for X-linked MR 35, 36 . Expanding the survey to three other institutions for daily care of seriously mentally handicapped individuals in the Middle West of Santa Catarina, Brazil, revealed that 15-20% of the individuals are cases which may be of familial recurrence (preliminary results). Familial MR as a broad category is not considered in any more recent epidemiological study, probably because of the absence of practical definition of the term. According to Zigler and Hodapp 30 people with MR could be divided into meaningful groups for research and intervention purposes. One is considering the level of functioning, based on the IQ scale, as described before; the other one divides people with MR into two sub-groups, based on etiology. The latter, so-called "two-group approach", was defined by Edward Ziegler in the late sixties and comprised familial cultural MR (with no obvious "organic causes"), and organic MR, whose prevalence was estimated around 25% to 50% of all MR cases 30 . The familial cultural MR still remains the only academic definition of familial MR that could be found searching in articles, books and public databases. Meanwhile, Ziegler's familial definition as a sole category is obsolete. The group he referred to represents the multifactorial ("cultural familial" or "psychosocial") familial cases, mainly in the upper half of mild MR (IQ range 60-70) and we actually have no idea of the overall prevalence of the "non-cultural" familial MR. Precisely the MR which is caused by one defined factor and follows a predictable inheritance pattern, a knowledge which is a key aspect to plan preventive health measures and to direct public funding, particularly in developing countries, where public resources for more expensive diagnostic procedures are scarce.
Familial is not equal to hereditary, as it comprises only the cases were familial recurrence is found. This may eventually lead to the identification of rare familial cases where the main etiology is environmental. Then again, not all hereditary cases will result in familial cases. Despite the regular use of the term "familial MR" in articles and publications, there is more to familial MR than usually considered. Irrespective of being mild or severe, familial cases are the ones where more suffering under the burden of MR occurs. Families where the fate of MR strikes again and again do not have an equal-opportunity chance in emotional, social, cultural, and financial aspects. They live with members that will need lifelong care, sometimes an extremely intense one, and often without any outside help. These problems are worse in the developing world when compared to industrialized countries were families have more support of the public system. On the other hand, it is precisely where familial MR hits, that the etiological factor has a better chance of being uncovered. Inheritance patterns allow a better insight in the etiology without the need of a wide array of sophisticated techniques and, when available, the necessary genetic test can be required very specifically, often also with the possibility of genetic diagnostics for other family members. Those are the cases in which public health services with limited resources should at least invest in diagnostic and genetic counseling. These families are aware there is something running in the family, although they do not know exactly what it is and whom it may hit next. In our experience we found that in families like that most pregnancies (often unplanned ones) are stressful events, a stress that may vanish only months after the birth because many non-syndromic MR and some syndromic conditions, like Fragile X Syndrome or Angelman Syndrome, illustrated by pedigrees of Brazilian families on Figures 1 and 2, only show identifiable signs several months after birth -and the affected family already is aware of this. It is not uncommon for members of these families to stay childless or to adopt children instead of having their own, as can be seen in this family with Fragile-X Syndrome, which had no previous diagnostic for the condition and therefore no way to foresee who was at risk (Figure 1) .
Focused diagnostics will help with management aspects and/or relieve parental and extended familial anguish, especially when clarifying inheritance risks/safety. For sporadic cases, prevention is more difficult and, except for more common conditions, the identification of a causative factor is rare and found more often by research than by regular diagnostics. For the benefit of the most easily preventable cases, i.e. the familial ones, a focus on the family must always exist when assessing MR cases, be it for diagnostic purposes or for epidemiological surveys. For this, it is essential to gather as much information as possible on prevalence (of the overall familial cases in a survey study and of the specific conditions within each family), gender and when possible, detailed familial relationship of the affected persons and the often pleiotropic (varying) presentation of these cases within the family. In the clinic, a no less than three generation pedigree is essential; for epidemiologic studies the degree to which familial matters can be asserted depends on the size of the population, but should at least Figure 1 . Familial Fragile-X syndrome. Inheritance pattern of the Fragile-X syndrome in a Brazilian family illustrates two of the characteristics of the FRAXA mutation; the absence of MR in pre-mutated individuals and the expansion from mother to descendants. The male of the first generation is the source of the FRAXA pre-mutation allele of about 150bp, inherited by all his daughters, since it is a X-linked trait. All four daughters had affected descendants with over 200 CGG repetitions. include the information if someone else in the family has a similar condition, the number of affected, if among siblings, if parent-child, or others. Publications from the late nineteen fifties to seventies concentrated very much on registering familial associations; however, in the era of molecular genetics those more "traditional" aspects seem not considered worth publishing, outshined by the molecular aspects. Revising literature, when cohort studies indeed list cases as familial, information regarding the familial relationship of the affected individuals is rarely investigated (or reported) in detail. This makes comparisons and information gathering for familial MR epidemiology extremely difficult. Underscoring the importance of familial cases, J-P Fryns, who conducted and participated in extensive surveys within institutionalized populations, most of them with serious MR, reveals that, in the idiopathic MR group (exclusion of known genetic and acquired etiology) of those surveys, approximately 50% represented a familial form of MR; about 80% of them having at least one affected sibling and nearly 20% of them having one or both parents with MR (J-P Fryns, personal communication). Large epidemiological studies on the prevalence of mental retardation 2, 19, 21, [25] [26] [27] [28] 37 hardly mention familial cases at all and when, then never depict familial relationship at any degree.
Considering the visible mode of transmission of MR in families, it seems worth to classify familial mental retardation into at least three broad categories for practical use: multifactorial familial mental retardation (multifactorial intellectual disability), sibling mental retardation (sibling intellectual disability), and hereditary familial mental retardation (hereditary familial intellectual disability). They differ considerably not only in their social and familial significance, but also in the approach to etiological conclusions, for genetic counseling and possible prevention. Designed as simple categories, they are very straightforward, require no previous genetic or causal knowledge and allow easy application to population-wide prevalence studies being of help in the general clinic, especially for non-geneticists. If cohort and larger epidemiological studies apply Figure 2 . Familial Angelman syndrome. Inheritance pattern of Angelman Syndrome in a Brazilian family, probably caused by mutation of the paternally imprinted UBE3A gene, which expresses itself only from the copy inherited from the mother. The grandfather of the affected girls was the source of the transmitted mutation in this family. Since the UBE3A gene is expressed in critical brain regions only from the maternal allele, the mothers of the affected girls are not affected, however inherited a 50% chance to transmit the Angelman syndrome mutation to their children. The mutation passes unnoticed (imprinted) from male to male. ? the suggested sub-classification when collecting and reporting information about the prevalence of MR, they will produce substantial genetically relevant information on the subject, expanding the possibilities for the development of adequate public health measures and for estimates on the epidemiology of MR within families of defined populations.
A description of the suggested (broad) categorization of familial cases of MR for practical purposes, mentioning some of the genetic aspects of each class and the pattern of inheritance which can be observed, is given bellow.
Multifactorial familiar mental retardation
In earlier work also denominated cultural-familial MR, socio-cultural MR, psychosocial MR, or just familial MR, it presents no clear-cut inheritance pattern, is found with increased frequency in families with low or borderline IQ and low socio-economic background 30 and is believed to present the major cause of MR in developing countries accounting for 75-95% of all MR cases. Individuals within this IQ range (borderline to upper part of the IQ range of mild MR) are rarely identified before school age, and about 50% of them may attend regular schools without ever being identified as MR cases 2, 38 . Although experiencing much more difficulty in reaching the required intellectual standards and obtaining relatively low grades at school, they are not the only ones with low achievement because several individuals with normal-range IQ get similar results
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. The etiology of this type of familial MR is polygenic and multifactorial, caused by the combined inheritance of several gene-allele variants with sub-optimal roles in the development of intelligence (probably of gene loci whose products are involved in structural brain development and maintenance or with importance for neuronal plasticity), added to unfavorable economic conditions and intellectually non-stimulating social and cultural environment. Possibly the contribution of genetic factors could be circumvented by early stimulation, good health care and a positive educational background to enhance adaptive skills and eventually increase the IQ score in several cases. However, post-birth intervention therapies have little effect on pre-birth events, in particular the lack of adequate food supply during pregnancy or maternal alcohol consumption. Overall, this is the type of MR which is most strongly impacted by amelioration of the socioeconomic conditions of a population and most developed countries have eliminated the key factors on the road toward that form of mild MR (poor nutrition, lack of formal education, low incomes), and now are more concerned about the prevention of "organic" (mild and serious) MR cases 38 . In the late 90s, the World Health Organization estimated that that the contribution of genetic and environmental factors to MR is 15 and 36%, respectively, in developing countries, and 47 and 17% in developed countries 39 , highlighting well the effect of environmental improvements.
Familial mental retardation in siblings or just sibling mental retardation
It may seem an odd category (why not simply autosomal recessive MR?), but was felt to be needed for practical purposes, to be applied to familial cases where the recurrence of MR is only found among the offspring of one particular couple of an extended family, with no other registered cases. Previous work suggests that up to 25% of the cases referred to developmental pediatricians or child neurologists are such cases 40 . Although most of them will be caused by autosomal recessive gene defects 41 , the term "sibling MR" instead of "autosomal recessive MR", was found more adequate because there are other situations which cause recurrent cases in only one couple of a family, like germline mosaicism or environmental factors, like systematic alcohol or other teratogenic/genotoxic exposure by the parents. As the etiological factor often cannot be determined, "sibling MR" is an appropriate category to be used in epidemiological surveys, yielding genetically useful information.
Appearing as recurrent cases usually affecting only children of one couple in a family, sibling MR hits limited but hard. The risk of recurrence for the couple concerned is 25% when the cause is recessive inheritance and may be even higher for germline mutations/germline mosaicism or fetal alcohol exposure, as described below. The consequences often are moderate to profound MR of unknown etiology.
Autosomal recessive MR:
In most of the American and West European world, autosomal recessive MR, despite being hereditary, is not classically familial -they do not "run in the family". When no consanguinity among the parents is present, other members of the family normally have nothing to worry about, unless for more common known conditions. Exemplified by the inborn errors of the metabolism, several of them causing serious MR, recessive disorders may be the underlying cause of up to 30% of sporadic undiagnosed cases of mental retardation, congenital anomalies, and dysmorphism 41 . The incidence of autosomal recessive MR may vary widely among populations. There are highly consanguineous populations in the world, mainly in North and sub-Saharan Africa as well as West, Central and South Asia, where 20% to over 50% of marriages are consanguineous 42 . The countries with the highest consanguinity rates include Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Pakistan and Nigeria, with 50% up to 88% (rural population of Pakistan) of consanguineous marriages 25, 43, 44 . In those regions, recurrent autosomal recessive MR occurs within large consanguineous kindreds, actually "running in the family", in contrast to the usual concept where recessive conditions only affect the offspring of one union, offering the possibility to trace the gene trough inheritance. Up to 2006 only three genes for autosomal recessive MR had been identified. In the last years, thanks to coordinated efforts and collaboration of large consanguineous families from Iran and elsewhere, the number of identified autosomal recessive genes implicated in MR raised to more than 70 45 . Germline mosaicism: A rare but not neglectable cause of Sibling MR may be due to the presence of dominant mutations (monogenic or a chromosome abnormality) in the germline of one parent 46 . Germline mutations or germline mosaicism is often the only explanation for the recurrence of a highly detrimental penetrant dominant gene mutation or chromosomal abnormality (which usually is found only as de novo mutation) among siblings of unaffected parents with apparently normal karyotype. Sometimes, the examination of a wider sample of lymphocytes or buccal mucosa cells can reveal that one parent presents mosaicism not only in the germline. The risk of recurrence in cases with mosaicism is difficult to establish, as it depends on the type of mutation, the degree of the germline mosaicism (which can be very different of the degree of mosaicism found in blood or other tissues 47 , as well as on the fecundation competence of the gametes carrying the mutation and the developmental capacity of the mutated zygote (a history of difficulty in getting pregnant and miscarriages may be common) 46 .
Fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS):
Albeit missing statistics, it probably is a non-neglectable cause of sibling MR. FAS is considered the leading cause of non-genetic (environmental) MR in the Western world, affecting at least 1 per 1000 newborns, probably more 48 . In Brazil, there is no statistic in this regard, but it is one of the leading alcohol consuming populations, and therefore children with FAS are quite common in the clinical practice. A preventable cause of MR, FAS represents the upper extreme of a large spectrum of effects caused by fetal alcohol exposure. The hallmarks of FAS are primarily central nervous system damage, with cognitive impairment and a medium IQ of 60 to 65; characteristic facial dysmorphologies and growth deficiency 49 . The risk of conceiving a child with FAS depends on the amount, frequency and timing of prenatal alcohol exposure, however there are no safe consumption limits and the risk varies widely among women. Other factors influencing alcohol metabolism, including the genetic background of the mother and of the embryo/fetus do influence the outcome of fetal alcohol exposure 50 , illustrated by the fact that monozygotic twins are more likely to suffer the same effects than fraternal twins 51 , and by the fact that heavy drinkers often have children without FAS. Because of this, the risk of having another child with FAS is considered very high (much higher than for women with no previous FAS history in the family) for those mothers who continue alcohol consumption during subsequent pregnancies. Recurrence risk for FAS is zero if the mother does not drink alcohol during her pregnancies.
Hereditary familial mental retardation
In contrast to autosomal recessive MR, which outside consanguineous unions only affects siblings of one couple of a kindred, the term "hereditary familial MR" should be applied when the problem affects several members of different generations of a non consanguineous family -when it is noticed that MR "runs in the family" and is serious. It differs from the multifactorial (cultural-) familial type, because it is mainly caused by one single definable genetic defect (a monogenic or a contiguous gene disorder) that follows a specific, though sometimes intricate, hereditary pattern. This type of familiar MR is especially apparent when MR is serious, but can also be found in mild MR cases 22, 52 . Undoubtedly, the most heterogeneous class of familial MR, the type of gene defects that give rise to hereditary familial MR is diverse and appears to be caused predominantly by recessive X-linked disorders, some chromosomal abnormalities -mainly rearrangements (obvious or micro-rearrangements, often deletions, duplications or subtelomeric transloca-tions), disorders of epigenetic nature (like imprinting defects or defects in imprinted genes), unstable mutations (like trinucleotide repeat disorders), and autosomal dominant gene defects -with reduced penetrance or considerable phenotypic expression variability. While "running in the family" and afflicting several generations, this MR phenotype generally does not segregate as a classic Mendelian trait, and the inheritance pattern may be somewhat unusual for clinicians not familiar with genetics. However, when 3 -4 generations of an extended family are analyzed, a hereditary pattern usually can be identified. Because of their peculiar segregation, some of the main causes for hereditary familial MR are represented below and may be of help for non-geneticist clinicians.
Recessive X-linked MR (XLMR): Representing at least 10% of all MR cases, most of the hereditary familial cases are attributed to recessive X-linked disorders 36 , which affect more males than females and follow an easily recognizable hereditary pattern. The high frequency of recessive XLMR is explained by the tendency of such mutations passing unnoticed through females to manifest themselves in hemizygosis in males, in addition to the exceptionally high density of brain-expressed genes on the X chromosome 36, 52 . Transmitted through unaffected females, they cause MR in nearly 50% of their sons. About 50% of the daughters of one carrier mother are carriers themselves, a third of them symptomatic (more often with milder symptoms) because of varying X-inactivation patterns, which often are skewed when MR mutations are present 53 . Therefore, monozygotic female twin sisters carrying the same mutation on the X-chromosome may present discordant phenotypes, a striking feature of this inheritance. The trait is never transmitted by a male to his sons, but an affected or permutated carrier male will transmit the X-linked trait to all of his daughters, most of them being asymptomatic carriers, as well illustrated in the pedigree of our Fragile-X family (Figure 1 ). The typical pedigree shows affected maternal uncles (brothers of the mother) of an affected -and usually male -individual. The main gene affected in X-linked MR (15-20% of all cases) is the FMR1 gene 54 , resulting in a fragile site for the X-chromosome when the cells are grown in folate poor media (FRAXA) 55 . The remaining carry mutations in one of more than 91 clinically relevant XLMR genes 34, 36, 56 . When suspecting X-linked MR, karyotype analysis at a higher than 550 band resolution with fragile site investigation and mutation analysis for the typical trinucleotide (CGG) expansion (FRAXA) is essential 52 . For more detailed information, excellent recent reviews are available on X-linked MR 22, 52, 54, 56 . Copy number variants on the X chromosome, as accessed by array-CGH, present up to 10% of X-linked MR 34 .
Autosomal chromosomal abnormalities:
When one of the parents is the carrier of a balanced chromosomal translocation or inversion (no part of the genome missing, only misplaced), the carrier usually shows no sign of a phenotypic abnormality, but may have a higher probability of having affected children inheriting unbalanced combinations (missing chromosomes or chromosome parts). They usually are serious syndromic MR cases. For instance, about 5% of Down syndrome cases are caused by a non-balanced translocation of chromosome 21 to another acrosomic chromosome, like chromosomes 14 (most cases), 13, 15, 22, or even another chromosome 21
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. The gametes produced by carriers of a balanced translocation are diverse and so is their probability to originate a viable gestation, which depends not only of the chromosomal defect, but also of the gender of the individual which originates the gamete. For instance, the female carrier of a translocation of chromosomes 14 and 21 has the empirical probability of 10% to generate a liveborn child with Down syndrome, while for the male carrier this chance is below 1% 58 . Translocation carriers often have more problems getting pregnant and experience a higher rate of miscarriages 57 . Although most of the children born to balanced translocation carriers are normal, a number of them will themselves be carriers of the balanced translocation.
The pedigree of a translocation or other abnormal chromosome inheritance is unlikely to show a clear pattern. It may be suspected when families show an uncommon clustering of serious or syndromic MR in comparison with the general population, a higher than normal rate of miscarriages, no comprehensible inheritance pattern and no history of consanguineous unions. Regular karyotyping will reveal the chromosomal abnormality unless it is on a micro scale, where only more refined techniques, like fluorescence in situ hybridization, multiplex ligation dependent probe amplification or molecular array karyotyping can reveal the abnormality. Subtelomeric rearrangements were found in approximately 3 -4% of unexplained, not X-linked familial mental retardation and present important familial cases 59, 60 . Dominant autosomal MR: Potentially hereditary genetic mutations may be caused by mono-genic or contiguous gene disorders (CGD). CGD are micro chromosomal abnormalities, like micro duplications or deletions of less than 5-10 Mb in size, involving a few closely linked genes whose inheritance pattern may mimic a monogenic disorder.
Serious MR dominant mutations (monogenic or contiguous gene disorders) as a rule occur as isolated cases caused by new mutations and not as familial cases, since the affected person is unlikely to have descendants. Still, serious dominant mutations may be transmitted generating hereditary familial diseases when they show reduced penetrance (not all carriers having symptoms) and/or when they exhibit variable expression (from mild to severe), depending on interacting effects with environmental or other genetic factors. Well-known examples of familial dominant MR occur with neurofibromatosis type 1 (incidence of about 1/4000) or the tuberous sclerosis complex (incidence of 1/6000), which in some cases have a very mild phenotypic expression and in others cause MR [61] [62] [63] . The pedigree of a dominant MR-causing mutation shows a dominant inheritance pattern of MR cases of different severity, often skipping a generation. This will have to be considered when MR cases of varying expression cluster in a family with no consanguineous unions and no Xlinked segregation pattern.
Defects on imprinted genes or imprinting defects: Another important and possibly still underestimated cause for familial MR may be mutations in imprinted genes. An imprinted gene implies that, for certain autosomal genes, only one of the two alleles which each person inherits from its parents is active, depending on its parental origin. The other allele is silenced by mechanisms not yet entirely clarified in a pattern that is gender-specific and involves differential histone and DNA methylation, as well as histone desacetylation 64 . Depending on the gene, it may be imprinted on all cells of the body or only on specific cell lines, but possibly developmental stage-specific imprinting may exist as well. The expression of an imprintable gene will be hemizygous, relying on only one allele and the MR is usually transmitted by an unaffected parent. The inheritance pattern of imprinted genes is peculiar and nongeneticist clinicians are rarely familiar with it.
The only well-known cases of MR caused by imprinted genes are the Prader-Willy and Angelman syndromes. Usually, those syndromes are caused by deletions of a specific region of chromosome 15, which are sporadic events, but familial cases can occur when a gene-defect occurs in the genetic portion responsible for establishing the imprinting pattern. Familial Angelman syndrome also may occur due to a maternally inherited mutation within the coding region of the critical imprinted gene, the UBE3A gene 65 . Thus, mutations which impair maternal UBE3A expression cause MR, while the same mutationwhen inherited from the father -does not cause symptoms. As a result, the mutation for Angelman syndrome may be transmitted through several generations from male to male without ever becoming apparent. However, daughters of these males have a 50% chance of being unaffected carriers and if they are they have a 50% risk of having children with Angelman syndrome. One example of the familial transmission of a defect in an imprinted gene (UBE3A mutation) can be seen in the pedigree of familial Angelman syndrome from Brazil (Figure 2) .
Trinucleotide repeat expansion disorders: They correspond to a group of unstable mutations, which often cause difficulties in interpreting pedigrees, affecting recessive X-linked genes, as is the case with the fragile X-syndrome, or autosomal dominant genes like the Steinert myotonic dystrophy gene.
Trinucleotide repeats exist within translated or non-translated regions of certain genes and in some of them have the ability to amplify 66 . They were found to be responsible for a considerable amount of human genetic diseases -most of them affecting neurological systems. Depending on the gene, a certain amount of amplified repetitions is well tolerated, but after a specific threshold they impair or alter the expression or the function of the encoded gene-product. The effect may be a threshold effect alone (function or nonfunction after a defined number of repetitions) or may also show a proportional effect in which the symptoms increase in severity as the number of trinucleotide repeats increases.
The most common form of hereditary intellectual disability is the Fragile-X syndrome 67 , whose molecular cause was found to be the expansion of an unstable, non-coding CGG repeat sequence in the 5' untranslated region (UTR) of the FMR1gene which is hypermethylated in affected individuals 68 , resulting in the total absence of expression of the FMR1 gene. The FMR1 alleles can be divided into four categories according to the number of CGG repeats: normal (6-24 repeats), intermediate or gray zone (25-54), premutation (55-199) and fully mutated (200 to over 1000 repeats) which causes MR 69 . The full muta-tion shows a typical threshold effect, since more than 200 repeats of the CGG triplet result in the complete absence of FMR1 expression. The inheritance risk depends on the alleles which a given person carries 68 . Alleles are stable in the normal zone (not amplifying when transmitted), may be unstable in the gray zone and are extremely unstable in the premutation range where, in one single generation, they can expand to the full mutation through a still not fully understood mechanism. This amplification occurs almost exclusively when transmitted from the mother, causing MR in her children, in particular the males (since the trait is X-linked) 69 . The premutated father, as a rule, transmits the premutation only to his daughters, with no further expansion, but turning all of them into carriers of the permutation with a high chance of having fully mutated sons 11 , which is well illustrated in the Fragile X syndrome pedigree of the Brazilian family, figure 1. Since from the grey zone on, the trinucleotide repeats are unstable they also may diminish.
Steinert myotonic dystrophy -type 1 (DM1), is another example of a trinucleotide repeat expansion disorder often accompanied by MR in the congenital form (over 1000 repeats) 70, 71 . The disease is caused by the expansion of an unstable CTG repeat located in the 3' untranslated region of the dystrophia myotonica protein kinase (DMPK) gene on the long arm of chromosome 19 72 . It is transmitted as a dominant autosomal trait whose expression is highly variable, depending on the number of CTG repeats and on whether it was inherited from the mother or father 73 . The CTG repeats in normal people are between 5 and 34. Analogous to the fragile X syndrome, there is also an unstable zone (premutation) of between 35 and 49 repeats within which the trinucleotide repeat can expand to full mutation in consecutive generations 73 . Affected people carry 50 to over 2000 CTG repeats. For Steinert myotonic dystrophy, the age of onset of the symptoms as well as the severity of the disease is affected by the size of the mutated trinucleotide expansion.
Conclusion
When intellectual disability is familial, the impact is quite different from isolated cases. Although isolated cases do not exclude a recessive mode of inheritance (in fact they often reflect unrecognized recessive gene defects) the occurrence of more than one case in a family makes it almost certain that something is wrong in the genes. In most countries throughout the world, gene array analysis or other sophisticated and highly technologic approach to every idiopathic MR case is not a viable option. However, when cases cluster in one family and the phenotypic spectrum can be assessed in more than one individual along with the observation of the mode of transmission, etiological conclusions may be drawn without the need of extensive often unaffordable molecular surveys. As mentioned before, the benefit of diagnosing familial cases is immense, as these families doubtless are in deep need of genetic counseling. However little data exists about the epidemiological relevance of familial MR. The above suggested categorization in at least three broad classes is not meant to yield error-free results, but when applied will help the gathering of data which can subside future studies in the topic.
The present paper is meant to draw attention to familial transmission which can be found in more than 15% of the moderately to severely intellectually disabled population in Brazilian institutions (personal data, from our surveysunpublished) and up to 50% of idiopathic MR (J. P. Fryns, personal communication). In that sense, epidemiologists and researchers are urged to explore and report the familial cases, classifying their study subjects into the suggested categories (multifactorial, sibling or hereditary familial MR) when illustrated family transmission (pedigrees) are not possible or adequate. 
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